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"Bradigan and the Banshee" is about a young boy in medieval

Ireland who attempts to slay a banshee to prove himself to

his village and his family; but when the banshee saves his

life he vows to free her from her eternal curse, in the

process forging an unlikely friendship and discovering his

true worth.

This excerpt takes place when Bradigan and the banshee,

Fennore, are trying to find the mysterious Duana. He’s the

author of a book on magical creatures and they hope he will

have more information on how to reverse Fennore’s curse. He

lives in a place the villagers fear: the Cairns.

EXT. THE CAIRNS - NIGHT

The village is merely a faded shadow in the background as

Fennore and Bradigan trek into the mysterious Cairns.

Mist lies low to the ground and the light from the bright

moon reveals strange structures. Tall piles of stones mark a

path through the valley.

Bradigan reaches out to touch one.

BRADIGAN

What do you suppose they are?

FENNORE

They seem to be path markers.

BRADIGAN

But marking a path to what?

FENNORE

Our doom?

Bradigan laughs.

BRADIGAN

Don’t be ridiculous.

CRACK.

Bradigan and Fennore glance at each other.

BRADIGAN (CON’T)

What was that?

CRACK. CRACK. The rock beneath Bradigan’s hand shakes.
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FENNORE

Get back!

Bradigan scrambles away as the rock structure RUMBLES and

begins to move. It reassembles itself, stones tumbling and

rolling into place, and forms a massive creature with

thunderous footsteps and a wide swing.

BRADIGAN

Run!

Bradigan and Fennore race down the path, the giant Cairn on

their heels. They quickly pass by other stone structures;

one by one, the Cairns begin to shudder and awaken. Soon the

valley is filled with the cacophony of battling stone.

BRADIGAN (CON’T)

There! Head for the hill.

Bradigan points ahead to where the valley and mist cease. A

lone house sits atop a hill.

A shadow falls over them. Two massive Cairns have caught up

and reach out to grab them. With a mighty CRASH the two

figures collide and stone begins to rain down upon them.

Bradigan drops to his knees and rolls to the side.

Fennore darts head, shooting through the air. But she isn’t

fast enough and the Cairns tumble down on her, sending a

massive plume of dust into the sky.

BRADIGAN (CON’T)

Fennore!

He staggers to his feet, but he is blinded by the dust.

A stone hand shoots out of the hazy darkness and makes a

grab for Bradigan. Bradigan ducks out of the way, but it is

too late. He has no escape. The other Cairns have caught up.

He is completely surrounded, and closes his eyes tightly as

the Cairns reach for him.

Nothing happens.

He opens his eyes. The stone giants are frozen, mid-grasp.

DUANA (O.S.)

Trouble makers!

The dust blows away suddenly, as if by magic.
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DUANA (CON’T)

What are you doing on my property?

An old man hobbles down the path from the house on the hill.

Long white hair spills from his head. His knees are knobby,

but there’s an adventurer’s air about him, like he spent his

younger years out in the wilds before he put ink to paper.

Duana marches up to Bradigan and pokes him in the chest.

DUANA (CON’T)

So you must be the thief.

BRADIGAN

Thief? I didn’t steal anything.

DUANA

You hand over the goods right now,

or I’ll let the Cairns have you.

BRADIGAN

But I--my friend--

Bradigan looks around.

BRADIGAN (CON’T)

Fennore?

FENNORE

Here.

She floats above the rubble of the two Cairns, arms crossed

over her chest. She’s perfectly fine, if a bit annoyed.

BRADIGAN

You’re all right!

FENNORE

Banshee, remember. I’m conveniently

already dead.

BRADIGAN

(chastened)

Oh, right.

Duana flicks his hand and the stones CREAK ominously.

DUANA

Tell me why a young boy and one of

the dead are sneaking around here.
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BRADIGAN

We’re looking for Duana of

Fearnglas.

DUANA

Well, you’ve found him.

BRADIGAN

You’re Duana?

DUANA

The one and only! Who’re you, the

village idiot?

BRADIGAN

Well, not this village’s idiot. I’m

Bradigan and this is Fennore. We’ve

come from the village of Derrymor.

DUANA

Scintillating. Now hand over what

you stole. These stones don’t

attack for nothing!

BRADIGAN

I don’t have anything of yours--

FENNORE

Show him the book.

Bradigan quickly pulls the book out of his pack.

BRADIGAN

We have your book. I didn’t steal

it...at least, not from you anyway.

We have some questions about it.

Beat.

DUANA

You’ve read my book?

Bradigan nods.

Duana gives the book a long look and then turns around.

DUANA

Follow me.

Bradigan and Fennore exchange a look and then trail behind

him. They walk up the path in silence until they reach

Duana’s house. A sign reads ’CLOSED TO TROUBLEMAKERS’.

Bradigan looks back down on the valley.
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The Cairn monsters and all signs of battle are gone; the

stones are simply lumpy structures once more.

Duana pushes the door open.

DUANA

Well, come on in then.


